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Abstract. The excellent feature set or feature combination of cotton foreign
fibers is great significant to improve the performance of machine-vision-based
recognition system of cotton foreign fibers. To find the excellent feature sets of
foreign fibers, in this paper presents three metaheuristic-based feature selection
approaches for cotton foreign fibers recognition, which are particle swarm
optimization, ant colony optimization and genetic algorithm, respectively. The
k-nearest neighbor classifier and support vector machine classifier with k-fold
cross validation are used to evaluate the quality of feature subset and identify the
cotton foreign fibers. The results show that the metaheuristic-based feature
selection methods can efficiently find the optimal feature sets consisting of a few
features. It is highly significant to improve the performance of recognition
system for cotton foreign fibers.

Keywords: Metaheuristic � Feature selection � Foreign fibers � Recognition
system

1 Introduction

The cotton foreign fibers, such as ropes, wrappers, plastic films and so on, are closely
related to the quality of the final cotton textile products [1]. In the recent years, the
machine-vision-based recognition systems have been widely used to assess the quality
of cottons [2, 3], in which classification accuracy is an key measure to validate the
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performance of recognition systems. To improve the classification accuracy, finding the
optimal feature sets with high accuracy is an efficient way due to because it can
improve the accuracy and speed of recognition systems.

Feature selection (FS) is a main approach to find the optimal feature sets by reduce
the irrelevant or redundant features. Currently, FS has been used to the area of machine
learning and data mining [4]. Since to find the optimum feature sets is a NP problem,
the researchers begin to turn to find the near optimal feature set and have proposed
many algorithms [5, 6].

Currently, metaheuristic algorithms have attracted so much attention, the repre-
sentive algorithms are particle swarm optimization (PSO for short), ant colony opti-
mization (ACO for short) and genetic algorithm (GA for short) [5, 7, 8]. For
metaheuristic algorithms, they are firstly given an evaluating measure of the quality of
feature sets, and iteratively improve a specific candidate set. Finally, the excellent
feature sets are obtained. The metaheuristic algorithms makes few assumptions on the
optimal feature sets and find the optimal feature sets in very large search spaces. This is
very suitable for the FS problem.

In this paper, three metaheuristic algorithms for FS are presented to find the optimal
feature combination of cotton foreign fibers, which are GA for FS (GAFS for short),
ACO for FS (ACOFS for short) and PSO for FS (PSOFS for short). Two classifiers,
which are the k-nearest neighbor (KNN for short) [9] and support vector machine
(SVM for short) [10], are used to evaluate the quality of subsets and to identify cotton
foreign fibers. The aim of our works is applying these algorithms to the data sets of
cotton foreign fibers to discover the new and challenging results. The comparison
analysis of these algorithms illustrate the excellent search ability of the proposed
metaheuristic algorithms and the feature sets obtained by them can efficiently improve
the performance of recognition systems of cotton foreign fibers.

The remainder is organized as follows. The applications context and the proposed
FS methods are presented in Sect. 2. The results and discussion are described in
Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the conclusion.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Application Background

The cotton foreign fibers usually fall into six groups, that are feather, hemp rope, plastic
film, cloth, hair, polypropylene and, respectively. The cotton foreign fibers induce the
quality of the cotton textile products [1]. The grade evaluation using machine-
vision-based recognition systems is mainly an approach to solve this problem [2].
These systems in general have three key steps, which are image segmentation, feature
extraction and classification of foreign fiber, respectively.

Considering real-time problem, the feature set, which includes a few number of fea-
tures and has high accuracy, is important due to reduction of the detection time and
improvement of classification accuracy. As a result, FS is important to the online recog-
nition systems of cotton foreign fibers. In our work, we have applied three metaheuristic
algorithms to this area for obtaining the optimal feature sets of cotton foreign fibers.
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2.2 Data Preparation

Firstly, we obtain the foreign fiber images by our test platform, and 1200 representative
images including foreign fibers are selected to extract the dataset. The width of the
obtained images is 4000 pixels and their height is 500 pixels. Several examples are
shown in Fig. 1. These images are divided into six groups in terms of categories of
foreign fibers, and every group contains 200 images.

Then, we segment these images into small foreign fiber objects only including
cotton foreign fiber. Finally, the 2808 objects are obtained and the number of hair,
black plastic film, cloth, rope, polypropylene twines and feather objects is 204, 408,
432, 492, 528 and 744, respectively. The following step is extracting features from
these objects.

The color, shape, and texture features can be extracted in cotton foreign fibers.
Since accurate classification is difficult in only using one or two features [2]. Therefore
we need extraction of all kinds of features including color, shape and texture features,
and find the excellent feature combination by FS approaches.

In our experiment, a total of 80 features are extracted from foreign fiber objects, and
the number of color, texture and shape features is 28, 42 and 10, respectively. These
extracted features are used to build the 80-dimensional feature vector.

After the data is generated, normalization is implemented to reduce the impact of
different dimensions.

Fig. 1. Images of cotton foreign fibers: (a) hair image, (b) plastic film image, (c) cloth image,
(d) hemp rope image, (e) polypropylene image, (f) feather image. (Color figure online)
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2.3 Metaheuristic Algorithms for Feature Selection

Fitness Function. Fitness function is important for metaheuristic algorithms, it is used
evaluate the quality of each subset. Considering the online classification problem, we
expect that the found feature set should has small size and high accuracy. Therefore,
fitness evaluation is designed to combine the accuracy of classifier with the length of
feature subset. The specific fitness function in this paper is the following Eq. (1):

SðXÞ ¼ tJðXÞþwjXj ð1Þ

where X denotes the subset, J(X) is the classification accuracy of subset X, |X| denotes
the feature number of the subset X, υ and ψ are used to adjust the relative importance of
accuracy and size. In this study, two classifiers, KNN and SVM are adopted to evaluate
the quality of subset.

Particle Swarm Optimization for Feature Selection. PSO belongs to population-
based metaheuristics and is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [11]. PSO explores the
search space by movements of particles with a velocity and each particle is updated
based on its past best position and the current best particle. PSO can efficiently balance
the exploration and exploitation and is an efficient optimization algorithm [12, 13].
Supposing the particle i is denoted as ~Xi ¼ ðxi;1; xi;2; � � � ; xi;dÞ, which has the velocity
~Vi ¼ ðvi;1; vi;2; � � � ; vi;dÞ. ~Pi ¼ ðpi;1; pi;2; � � � ; pi;dÞ denotes the past best position of the
particle i. ~Pg ¼ ðpg;1; pg;2; � � � ; pg;dÞ denotes the best particle.

Each bit of the particle only lies in one of two states, i.e. zero or one, which will be
changed according to probabilities. To change the velocity from continuous space to
probability space, the following sigmoid function is using in algorithm:

sigðvi;jÞ ¼ 1
1þ expð�vi;jÞ ; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; d ð2Þ

The velocity is recalculated in terms of Eq. (3):

vtþ 1
i;j ¼ w� vti;j þ c1 � r1ðpti;j � xti;jÞþ c2 � r2ðptg;j � xti;jÞ ð3Þ

where w denotes inertia weight and is updated at the iteration t according to Eq. (4):

wt ¼ wmin þðwmax � wminÞ ðtmax � tÞ
tmax

ð4Þ

where wmax denotes respectively the maximal value of the inertia weight, wmin denotes
the minimum of the inertia weight. The tmax is the maximal times of iterations. The
parameters c1 and c2 denote the acceleration coefficients. The parameters r1 and r2 are
random numbers varying from 0 to 1. xi,j, pi,j and pg,j belong to zero or one. vmax is the
maximum velocity.
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The new particle position is updated by Eq. (5):

xtþ 1
i;j ¼ 1; if rnd\sigðvi;jÞ

0; if rnd� sigðvi;jÞ

(
; j ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; d ð5Þ

where and rnd denotes the random number in [0, 1] from uniform distribution.

Ant Colony Optimization for Feature Selection. ACO is proposed based on the idea
of ants finding food by the shortest path between food source and nest [14]. In ACO,
the addressed problem is modelled as a graph, in which the ants search a minimum cost
path. The good paths mean the emergent result of the global cooperation among ants. In
each iteration finding the optimal solutions, many ants construct their solutions by
heuristic information and trail pheromone [15].

In the ACOFS, every candidate solution is mapped into an ant represented by a
binary vector where the bit one or zero respectively means that the corresponding
feature is selected or not.

Heuristic Information: Heuristic information generally represents the attractiveness
of each feature. If heuristic information is not used, the algorithm would be greedy, and
the better solution is not found [5]. To evaluate the heuristic information [16], the
information gain is calculated in this study.

Feature Selection: In each iteration, the ant k determines whether the feature i is
selected or not according to transition probability pi. The transition probability pi is
given as follows:

pki ðtÞ ¼
½siðtÞ�a½giðtÞ�bP
u¼Jk

½su�a½gu�b
if i 2 Jk

0 otherwise

8><
>: ð6Þ

where Jk represents the feasible feature set, gi is the heuristic desirability of the feature
i, si is the pheromone value of the feature i. α and β is used to adjust the relative
importance of the heuristic information and pheromone.

Pheromone update: After all ants have constructed their feature sets, the algorithm
trigger the pheromone evaporation, and according to Eq. (7) each ant k deposits a
quantity of pheromone Dski ðtÞ, which is calculated according the following equation:

Dski tð Þ ¼ c sk tð Þ� �
if i 2 skðtÞ

0 otherwise

(
ð7Þ

where skðtÞ denotes the found feature set by ant k at iteration t. cðxÞ denotes fitness
function.
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The pheromone can be updated according to the following rule:

si tþ 1ð Þ ¼ 1� qð Þsi tð Þþ
Xm
k¼1

Dski tð ÞþDsgi tð Þ ð8Þ

where q 2 ð0; 1Þ denote the pheromone decay coefficient which can avoid stagnation.
m denotes the number of ants and g is the best ant. For all ants, the pheromone is
updated according to Eq. (8).

Genetic Optimization for Feature Selection. GA is proposed by Holland, which is a
metaheuristic based on the idea of genetic and natural selection. GA has been used to
solve the FS tasks [7]. In evolution, each species has to change its chromosome
combination to adapt to the complicated and changing environment for surviving in the
world. In GA, a chromosome denotes a potential solution of problem, which is eval-
uated by fitness function. In GA, a new generation with better survival abilities is
generated by crossover and mutation. GA usually includes coding, selection, crossover,
mutation.

Encoding: In the GAFS, a chromosome represents a candidate feature set which
consist of genes, and a gene is a feature which are encoded in the form of binary
strings. If the gene is coded into ‘1’, the corresponding feature is selected, otherwise,
the gene is coded into ‘0’. The bit i in the chromosome denotes the feature i. Each
chromosome is initialized randomly.

Selection: The selection is to select the chromosomes into the new generation among
the current population. A certain number of chromosomes are probabilistically selected
into the next generation, where the probability of selecting chromosomes i is Eq. (9)

PrðiÞ ¼ SðiÞPm
j¼1 SðjÞ

ð9Þ

where S(i) denotes the fitness value of the chromosome i, m is the number of the
chromosomes.

Crossover: The crossover operator is used to exchange genes between two chromo-
somes. The representative crossover operators are multi-point crossover, double-point
crossover and single-point crossover [7]. In this study, double-point crossover is per-
formed. After some chromosomes have been selected into the next generation’s pop-
ulation, additional chromosomes are generated by using a crossover operation.
Crossover takes two parent individuals, which are chosen from the current generation
by using the probability function given by Eq. (9), and creates two offspring by
recombining portions of both parents.

Mutation: Mutation operator is used to determine the variety of the chromosomes,
which let local variations into the chromosomes and keeps the diversity of the popu-
lation, This can help to find the good solution in search space. Here, the number of
chromosomes depends on the mutation rate. Then a gene of the mutating chromosome
is selected at random and its value is changed from ‘1’ to ‘0’ or ‘0’ to ‘1’, respectively.
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3 Results and Discussion

In our experiments, the configuration of computer is as follows: CPU 2.66 GHz, main
memory 4.0 GB and Windows 7 system. All the algorithms are coded and run in the
Matlab development environment. Two different classifiers, KNN and SVM, are taken
for evaluating the quality of solution. To efficiently evaluate the methods, the 10-fold
cross validation is used in our experiments.

The parameters of PSOFS, ACOFS and GAFS is set according to Table 1. These
parameters are selected in terms of experiences.

Table 2 shows the results of performance comparisons of three algorithms. As we
can see, for KNN classifier, ACOFS has the best result among these methods, the
selected subset has the smallest size and highest classification accuracy. For SVM,
PSOFS can obtain the subset with highest accuracy, but the subset obtained by ACOFS
includes the least features.

Table 1. Parameter settings for three FS algorithms

Parameters PSOFS ACOFS GAFS

υ 0.9 0.9 0.9
ψ 0.1 0.1 0.1
m 50 50 50
Itermax 100 50 100
c1 2
c2 1.5
wmax 0.95
wmin 0.4
vmax 3
α 1
β 1.5
ρ 0.3
pr 0.9
pm 0.05

Table 2. Comparison of performance of the five algorithms

Methods Classifiers Average accuracy (%) Average number of feature

ACOFS KNN 92.7 20
PSOFS 92.3 26
GAFS 91.8 27
ACOFS SVM 91.5 25
PSOFS 91.9 31
GAFS 91.4 35
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Figure 2 intuitively shows the accuracy of the different subsets obtained by three
algorithms and the original set with KNN and SVM, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
for KNN and SVM, all the optimal subsets obtained by three metaheuristic-based
algorithms achieve much higher accuracy than the original set without feature
selection.

Fig. 2. Results of classification accuracy with KNN and SVM

Table 3. Classification results of the optimal set obtained by ACOFS

Classes Results Sample number Accuracy (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) Plastic film 396 0 0 0 4 8 408 97.06
(2) Cloth 0 408 0 0 0 24 432 94.44
(3) Hemp rope 0 8 416 0 28 40 492 84.55
(4) Hair 0 0 0 196 0 8 204 96.08
(5) Polypropylene 0 0 4 20 504 0 528 95.45
(6) Feather 8 48 16 0 12 660 744 88.71
Average 92.72

Table 4. Classification results of the optimal set obtained by PSOFS

Classes Results Sample number Accuracy (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) Plastic film 396 0 0 0 0 12 408 97.06
(2) Cloth 0 408 0 0 0 24 432 94.44
(3) Hemp rope 0 16 412 0 28 36 492 83.74
(4) Hair 0 0 0 192 4 8 204 94.12
(5) Polypropylene 0 0 16 8 504 0 528 95.45
(6) Feather 12 44 0 24 0 664 744 89.25
Average 92.34
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Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the detailed classification results of the subset obtained
by three meta-heuristic algorithms and the original set using KNN classifier. As shown
in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6, the classification accuracy of the cloth and hair is efficiently
improved by using the subset selected by three meta-heuristic algorithms, at least
increased by 8 % and 15 %, respectively.

Table 5. Classification results of the optimal set obtained by GAFS

Classes Results Sample number Accuracy (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) Plastic film 396 0 0 0 0 12 408 97.06
(2) Cloth 0 408 0 0 0 24 432 94.44
(3) Hemp rope 0 12 408 0 24 48 492 82.93
(4) Hair 0 0 0 192 12 0 204 94.12
(5) Polypropylene 0 0 24 12 492 0 528 93.18
(6) Feather 12 48 0 12 12 660 744 88.71
Average 91.81

Table 6. Classification results of the original set

Classes Results Sample number Accuracy (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(1) Plastic film 384 0 0 0 0 24 408 94.12
(2) Cloth 0 372 20 0 0 40 432 86.11
(3) Hemp rope 0 12 408 24 12 36 492 82.93
(4) Hair 0 0 32 160 0 12 204 78.43
(5) Polypropylene 0 0 28 0 496 4 528 93.94
(6) Feather 24 60 0 12 0 648 744 87.10
Average 87.10

Fig. 3. Fitness of three methods with KNN and SVM
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The curves of fitness of the three metaheuristic-based algorithms with KNN, SVM
in a certain run are shown in Fig. 3, respectively. The curves shown in Fig. 3 are
representative according to our preliminary experiments. As we can see in Fig. 3, for
KNN and SVM, ACOFS is more efficient and faster than PSOFS and GAFS. On
average, PSOFS and GACOFS need about 70 iterations to find the optimum subset,
while ACOFS only needs less than 40 iterations.

4 Conclusions

A key issue in machine-vision-based recognition system of cotton foreign fibers is to
find the optimal feature set. In this study, FS based on metaheuristic optimization,
namely ACOFS, PSOFS and GAFS, have been proposed to address this FS problem.
Two different classifiers, KNN and SVM are taken for evaluating the quality of
solution and classification. The experimental results show the presented methods have
the excellent ability of finding a reduced set of features with high accuracy in the
dataset of cotton foreign fiber. The selected feature set is great significant for
machine-vision-based recognition system for cotton foreign fibers. In our future work,
we will focus on improving the performance of classifiers used in the recognition rate
of recognition systems of cotton foreign fibers.
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